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EUREL is the Convention of National Associations of Electrical Engineers of Europe. It was 

founded in Switzerland in 1972 and today it comprises ten national associations in ten 

countries in Greater Europe. Its aims and objectives are to facilitate the exchange of 

information and to foster a wider dissemination of scientific, technical and related knowledge 

relevant to electrical engineering. In this way EUREL contributes to the advancement of 

scientific and technical knowledge for the future benefit of both the profession and the public 

it serves. 

 

Advantages for Associations 

 

1. EUREL encourages and supports the cooperation between member associations. 

2. EUREL emphasizes the importance of science and technology and promotes 

engineering. 

3. EUREL’s member associations are part of a network of multiple national associations 

of electrical engineers in Greater Europe. 

4. EUREL is committed to foster and assist the next generation of engineers in the field 

of electrotechnologies. 

5. Whenever conferences are planned, member associations mutually invite other 

member associations to sponsor and/or to participate in this event. 

6. EUREL also supports the organisation of quality conferences by its member 

associations, e.g. by informing other member associations or placing the information 

on the EUREL website. 

7. The General Secretariat supports and assists member associations to get in contact 

with relevant stakeholder in the European Commission and the European Parliament. 

8. Member associations also have access to the facilities of the General Secretariat’s 

office in Brussels. They have the possibility to use a fully equipped workspace for the 

time of their stay in Brussels. 
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Advantages for individual members of member associations 

 

1. Individual members may use certain facilities of other EUREL member associations 

such as libraries, conference rooms etc. at the same conditions as apply to the 

members of the host member association. 

2. Publications of a particular member association can be subscribed to at a special 

price by the members of another member association (postage extra). 

3. Individual members of member associations enjoy the same rights and privileges for 

all national and international meetings, seminars, colloquia etc. as the members of a 

host member association organising such events. 

4. Individual members may collaborate in working groups or task forces on certain 

topics or exchange experiences, views and information in the EUREL network. 

5. EUREL runs and supports different activities and programmes to help create a 

network among students and young professionals as there are 

- EUREL Young Engineers Seminar in Brussels 

- EUREL International Management Cup 

- EUREL field trips 

These events enable young professionals and students to come together to discuss 

research and innovation in their sectors. 

6. EUREL provides individual members with support and assistance regarding the 

contact to other member associations. 

7. Most importantly, individual members of a EUREL member association are part of an 

international community of engineering and technology professionals with the chance 

to participate in a professional network. 

 

 

In case of queries, please contact: 

 

EUREL General Secretariat 

Rue d’Arlon 25 

B-1050 Brussels 

 

Tel. +32 2 234 61 25 

eurel@eurel.org 
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